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"Now you can stop getting blisters on your fingers and let your computer do the work!" What if you could

let your computer do the boring stuff for you while you focus on more important things? wynAutomator:

Record and Playback Everything! It's true! Most people waste endless minutes that add up to hours and

hours of wasted time each week doing mundane tasks that could easily be automated completely. I am

willing to bet good money that you, yes YOU are doing at least some things the slow way when you could

be working smarter! For example, did you know that each time you have to touch your mouse you lose

about 1 second of your time? One second is not much but what if I could help you ways to find easier and
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faster ways to get more done on your computer? What can wynAutomator do for you? * The Complete

Mouse and Keyboard Automator As I explained before, this product will allow you to record your common

computer activities and play them back at any time. Built in repetition counter allows the same mouse

clicks and keyboard entries to be repeated an unlimited number of times every 10 seconds, 30 seconds,

you choose!. - Records and plays back not only mouse movements and clicks but also keyboard typing

and special keys like copy and paste!. - Save and load an unlimited number of tasks to files for later

playback.. - Includes built in unlimited resell and distribution rights. Buy it once and sell it as many times

as you want.. * Using wynAutomator means you can automate everything from posting articles to

launching and closing programs. You could even use it to run backup programs for your web sites, check

your email or virtually any other tasks you do once manually. Now you can save your valuable time for

more important things and focus on other areas of your business that require your human 'hands on'

touch. Stop wasting time manually clicking and typing things you do all the time. Get automated and start

getting more done in less time..
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